
WWW.WSFTV.NET CONSOLIDATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 2009/10

WSFTV www.wsftv.net, was created to give visibility and connect people and communities across the globe, through video,to the events of the WSF Global Day of Action in 2008. Today, this project has been successful in bringing together videos from many events in many countries around issues of social justice movements. 

The starting idea was to create a digital space, a hub of videos linked to other sites in the FSM, to build an ARCHIVE of video productions of civil society movements and related issues and events of the social forum to share and distribute.
The original goal remains, which is mainly to collect and distribute the clips filmed during world social forum events, this happens at different levels:

for global partecipants and activists an available VIDEO MEMORY ARCHIVE is of importance as for an Expanded WSF and  for  downloading videos for projection and discussion during the meetings of the movement 

	•	For tv broadcast to download videos in high quality, mass-media use via dedicated server access; Also, during the Social Forum in Belem 2009, WSFTV has 
		produced 4 video highlights of 10 minutes each, for daily distribution via satellite for the international circuit television of the World Feed.

In anticipation of future mobilizations we believe in the need to participate actively in the communication and dissemination of wsf content, in collaboration with the organizers of local social forum events and mass movement organizations.

The development of www.wsftv.net is in our opinion the creation of a Web Portal Community for the collection, archiving, and distribution of multimedia products on demand, as it is integrated with other sites coordinated and facilitated by the communications commission  of the World Social Forum International Council.
WSFTV intends to be a free space within the network as an alternative to Youtube,which uses proprietary software, controls user content, perpetuates the hierarchy of copyright and fair use laws, and displays huge billboard advertising. The idea is to be available for the movement to facilitate the distribution and sharing of video without these intrusions.

We believe it is important to consolidate and expand the site www.wsftv imagining the possibility of working in groups in several parts of the world to facilitate the work of production, post production, catalogation and distribution of contents.

Actions toward consolidation:

General management in order to ensure the maintenance and the technical functionality of the site
Ensure the production of content for major international events. 
Activate and map groups capable of independently organize productions using wsftv.net as a tool for content delivery and organize local media activists.
Promote the visibility of the site to expand the number of new entrants 
Possibility to make donations available on the site

Actions toward development:

Expand wsftv project to include local organizers that represent local social forum events to contribute to the growth of this project as a way to fulfill its goals within the WSF process. Also, there are other opportunities for collaboration. Projects in universities and trade unions are already working to systematizing and archiving media production of social movements and civil society. Some contacts have already been opened but many more can be made allies in collaboration.
		
Create an editorial staff that can systematicaly and continuously dedicate time for recording material and updating the site and making it accessible and enjoyable by keeping fresh and interesting the contents of the portal.
Need of translation  (with subtitles or voiceover) video content. We are evaluating some ideas about how to attach voiceover in multiple languages to the videos.

Facilitate the creation of a web community of partecipants that works for the production of content, the technical management and development of the site and the translations.
Seek possible partnership with other information structures on the Web

THE BUDGET

software development and maintenance site

General Video Production (air-food-lodging + daily minimum for 2 operators)

archive cataloging, editing content

development and creation of distribution networks







